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AMBTrop_CLOUDFOREST-Pre Dawn Breeze_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Pre dawn breeze in a cloud forest. Distant insects, falling tree debris, and subtle bird calls at times.

AMBTrop_CLOUDFOREST-Pre Dawn Breeze Birds_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Pre dawn breeze in a cloud forest with birds beginning to call. Distant insects and falling tree debris at times. Barred Forest Falcon.

AMBTrop_CLOUDFOREST-Pre Dawn Birds_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Pre dawn in a cloud forest with birds beginning to call, close at times. Falling tree debris at times. Light breeze and chirping insects 
throughout. Barred Forest Falcon; Crested Guan; Black faced Solitaire.

AMBTrop_CLOUDFOREST-Dawn Birds Active_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Dawn birds in cloud forest. Light breeze and chirping insects throughout. Bird activity close at times. Falling tree debris heard 
occasionally. Northern Emerald Toucanet; Barred Forest Falcon; Gray breasted Wood Wren; Spotted Woodcreeper.

AMBTrop_CLOUDFOREST-Dawn Birds Breeze_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Birds call and sing at dawn in a cloud forest with a light consistent breeze. Chirping insects throughout. Bird activity close at times. 
Falling tree debris heard occasionally. Rufous tailed Jacamar; Black faced Solitaire; Scale crested Pygmy Tyrant.

AMBTrop_CLOUDFOREST-Dawn Birds Spacious_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Birds call and sing at dawn in a cloud forest with a calm distant breeze. Chirping insects throughout. Bird and insect activity close at 
times. Falling tree debris heard occasionally. Common Chlorospingus; White breasted Wood Wren; Prong billed Barbet.

AMBTrop_CLOUDFOREST-Dawn Birds Diverse_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Diverse birds call and sing at dawn in cloud forest with calm distant breeze. Chirping insects throughout. Some tree debris. Common 
Chlorospingus; Black faced Solitaire; Crested Guan; White throated Spadebill; Gray breasted Wood Wren; Tanager.

AMBTrop_CLOUDFOREST-Dawn Birds Diverse Breeze_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav A diverse set of birds call and sing at dawn in a cloud forest with a leafy breeze. Chirping insects throughout. Bird activity close at times. 
Falling tree debris heard occasionally. Gray breasted Wood Wren; Common Chlorospingus; Rufous tailed Jacamar.

AMBTrop_CLOUDFOREST-Dawn Birds Calm_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Calm, diverse birdsong in cloud forest at dawn. Distant breeze, flowing water, chirping insects throughout. Bird activity close at times. 
Falling tree debris heard occasionally. Gray breasted Wood Wren; Black faced Solitaire; Crested Guan; Plain Antvireo.

AMBTrop_CLOUDFOREST-Dawn Birds Calm Breeze_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Spacious and diverse birdsong in cloud forest at dawn with consistent calm breeze. Distant flowing water and chirping insects 
throughout. Bird activity close at times. Falling tree debris heard occasionally. Black faced Solitaire; Gray breasted Wood Wren.

AMBTrop_CLOUDFOREST-Pre Dawn Breeze Insects Frogs_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Frogs and chirping insects heard at pre dawn in a cloud forest with a distant breeze. Falling tree debris heard occasionally. Barred Forest 
Falcon.

AMBTrop_CLOUDFOREST-Light Wind_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav A light to moderate wind sweeps through the canopy of a cloud forest with chirping insects and birds calling. Falling tree debris and 
close bird activity heard at timesScale crested Pygmy Tyrant; Gray breasted Wood Wren; Prong billed Barbet.

AMBTrop_CLOUDFOREST-Birds Wind Variable_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav A moderate and varying wind sweeps through the canopy of a cloud forest with chirping insects and birds calling. Falling tree debris 
heard at times. Close bird squawks at end.

AMBTrop_CLOUDFOREST-Wind_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav A moderate to strong wind builds and sweeps through a cloud forest as birds call and insects chirp. Falling tree debris and close bird 
activity heard at times.

AMBTrop_CLOUDFOREST-Bird Activity Close_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Close bird activity in a cloud forest with a distant light breeze. Insects chirp throughout. Falling tree debris heard at times. Zeledon's 
Antbird, Gray breasted Wood Wren.

AMBTrop_CLOUDFOREST-Wind Moderate_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav A moderately strong and varying wind sweeps through a cloud forest as birds call and insects chirp. Falling tree debris and flying insects 
heard at times.

AMBTrop_JUNGLE-Dawn Birds Calm_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Birds call in lowland tropical jungle during calm dawn. Chirping, flying insects throughout. Some tree debris. Short billed Pigeon; Chestnut 
backed Antbird; Red lored Parrot; Other Parrots (maybe Mealy); Black faced Antthrush; Scarlet Macaw; Hummingbirds.
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AMBTrop_JUNGLE-Dawn Birds Spacious_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Multiple birds call and sing in lowland tropical jungle during dawn. Chirping, flying insects throughout. Some tree debris, close bird 
activity. Scarlet Macaw; Little Tinamou; Red billed Pigeon; Chestnut backed Antbird; Yellow throated Toucan.

AMBTrop_JUNGLE-Birds Active Close_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Multiple birds actively call and sing in lowland tropical forest. Chirping and flying insects heard throughout. Falling tree debris and close 
bird activity heard at times. Scarlet Macaw; Red lored Parrot; Black faced Antthrush; Black hooded Antshrike.

AMBTrop_JUNGLE-Birds Close Insects_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Multiple birds actively call and sing closely in lowland tropical forest with prominent chirping and flying insects. Some tree debris. Scarlet 
Macaws heard prominently. Laughing Falcon; Scarlet Macaw; Yellow throated Toucan; Red lored Parrot.

AMBTrop_JUNGLE-Birds Close Duet_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Two Laughing Falcons "duet" in a tree canopy in a lowland tropical jungle. Chirping and flying insects heard throughout. Falling tree 
debris and large distant flying insects heard at times. Laughing Falcon; Yellow throated Toucan.

AMBTrop_JUNGLE-Birds Toucans Insects_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Toucans call from the tree canopy in a lowland tropical jungle. Chirping and flying insects heard throughout. Tree debris heard falling at 
times. Yellow throated Toucan.

AMBTrop_JUNGLE-Birds Diverse_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav A diverse set of birds heard calling and signing in a tropical lowland forest during a calm morning. Chirping and flying insects heard 
throughout. Tree debris falling and close bird activity at times. Yellow throated Toucan; Crested Guan; Roadside Hawk.

AMBTrop_JUNGLE-Flying Insects Birds_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Flying insects heard buzzing in a lowland tropical jungle. Chirping insects and birds heard calling and singing throughout. Tree debris 
heard falling at times.

AMBTrop_JUNGLE-Flying Insects Gentle Breeze_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Flying insects heard buzzing in a lowland tropical jungle with a gentle breeze. Chirping insects and birds heard calling and singing 
throughout. Tree debris heard falling at times.

AMBTrop_JUNGLE-Howler Monkey Close V1_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Howler monkeys heard croaking and vocalizing at various distances at dawn in a lowland tropical jungle. Chirping insects heard 
throughout. Tree debris heard falling at times. Crested Guan; Owl.

AMBTrop_JUNGLE-Howler Monkey Close V2_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Howler monkeys heard croaking and vocalizing at various distances at dawn in a lowland tropical jungle. Birds beginning to call and sing. 
Chirping insects heard throughout. Tree debris heard falling at times. Crested Guan, Owl.

AMBTrop_JUNGLE-Howler Monkeys Dawn Birds_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Howler monkeys croaking and vocalizing at various distances at dawn in lowland tropical jungle. Various birds call, sing vibrantly. Insects 
throughout. Parrots; Black hooded Antshrike; Chestnut backed Antbird; Little Tinamou; Great Kiskadee; Scarlet Macaw.

AMBTrop_JUNGLE-Dawn Birds Howler Monkeys Distant_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Distant howler monkeys heard eerily calling as birds call and sing. Chirping and flying insects heard throughout. Tree debris heard falling 
at times. Little Tinamou; Red lored Parrot; Crested Guan.

AMBTrop_AMAZON-Pre Dawn Drips Heavy_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Pre dawn in the Amazon jungle as heavy drops of water fall from the canopy and hit broad leafed plants. Chirping insects and birds 
calling heard throughout. Tropical Screech Owl.

AMBTrop_AMAZON-Pre Dawn Drips_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Pre dawn in the Amazon jungle as light drops of water fall from the canopy and hit broad leafed plants. Chirping insects and birds calling 
heard throughout. Ferruginous Pygmy Owl.

AMBTrop_AMAZON-Dawn Birds_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Dawn chorus in Amazon jungle. Diverse birds call and sing at various distances. Insects chirp throughout. Some flying insects and tree 
debris. Ferruginous Pygmy Owl; Tinamou (poss Undulated); Rufous Motmot; Gilded Barbet; Trogon; Woodcreeper.

AMBTrop_AMAZON-Dawn Birds Insects Active_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Birds at dawn in the Amazon jungle with loud piercing insects. Flying insects, tree debris falling, and drops falling from the canopy heard 
at times. White throated Toucan; Undulated Tinamou; Blue and Yellow Macaw; Motmot.

AMBTrop_AMAZON-Dawn Birds Insects Spacious_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Birds call and sing spaciously at dawn in the Amazon jungle with insects very present. Flying insects and tree debris falling heard at 
times. White throated Toucan; Gray fronted Dove; Undulated Tinamou; Thrush like Wren.
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AMBTrop_AMAZON-Dawn Howler Monkeys Distant_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Distant howler monkeys eerily vocalizing, birds begin at dawn in Amazon jungle. Water drops hit broad leafs. Chirping, flying insects 
throughout. Tree debris heard falling at times. Thrush like Wren; Undulated Tinamou; Pigeon; Spix's Guan (wing sonation).

AMBTrop_AMAZON-Dawn Birds Howler Monkeys_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Howler monkeys vocalizing at moderate distance, birds call at dawn in Amazon jungle. Water drops hit leafs. Insects throughout. Tree 
debris heard falling at times. Spix's Guan; Undulated Tinamou, Thrush like Wren; White throated Toucan; Gray fronted Dove.

AMBTrop_AMAZON-Active Dawn Howler Monkeys_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Howler monkeys eerily vocalizing at moderate distance, birds actively call and sing at dawn in Amazon jungle. Water drops from canopy 
hit broad leaf plants. Chirping, flying insects throughout. Tree debris falling. Undulated Tinamou; Gray fronted Dove.

AMBTrop_AMAZON-Dawn Birds Spacious_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Birds actively and spaciously call and sing at dawn in Amazon jungle. Water drops from canopy hit broad leaf plants. Chirping and flying 
insects throughout. Tree debris heard falling at times. White throated Toucan; Undulated Tinamou; Gilded Barbet.

AMBTrop_AMAZON-Morning Birds Vibrant Insects_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Birds call and sing vibrantly during morning in Amazon jungle. Water drops occasionally hit plants. Chirping, flying insects throughout. 
Tree debris falling at times. Motmot; Trogon; Undulated Tinamou; Gray fronted Dove; Parrot flyover; Gilded Barbet.

AMBTrop_AMAZON-Morning Birds Breeze_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Birds call and sing in the morning in Amazon jungle, light breeze shakes leaves in canopy. Water drops from occasionally hit broad leaf 
plants. Chirping, flying insects throughout. Tree debris heard falling at times. Motmot; Trogon; Gilded Barbet.

AMBTrop_AMAZON-Large Bird Activity_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav A large bird approaches, calls, and wades into a wetland in the Amazon Jungle. Birds and insects active throughout. Tree debris heard 
falling at times. The bird heard is most likely a Guan or a Curassow. Trogon; Motmot; Parakeets; Pygmy Antwren; Macaw.

AMBTrop_AMAZON-Morning Birds Calm_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Birds call and sing during a calm morning in the Amazon jungle. Bird activity close at times. Insects heard throughout. Falling tree debris 
heard at times. Motmot; Trogon; Thrush like Wren; Gilded Barbet; Great Kiskadee.

AMBTrop_AMAZON-Frogs Insects Close V1_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Frogs chirp, croak, and hop in a dense forest wetland in the Amazon jungle. Insects chirping and flying throughout. Tree debris heard 
falling at times.

AMBTrop_AMAZON-Frogs Insects Close V2_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Frogs chirp, croak, and hop in a dense forest wetland in the Amazon jungle. Frog activity more distant than V1. Insects chirping and flying 
throughout. Tree debris heard falling at times. Owl.

AMBTrop_AMAZON-Frogs Insects Birds Moderate_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Frogs chirp and croak distantly in a dense forest wetland in the Amazon jungle. Insects chirping and flying throughout. Tree debris falling 
and birds calling closely at times. Tropical Screech Owl; Rufescent Tiger Heron.

AMBTrop_AMAZON-Racous Birds Close Insects_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Crested Guans call from a nearby tree in the Amazon jungle. Insects chirping and flying throughout. Tree debris falling and other birds 
calling at times. Speckled Chacalaca; Olive Oropendula.

AMBTrop_AMAZON-Pre Dawn Insects Frogs_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Frogs and chirping insects heard at pre dawn in the Amazon jungle. Falling tree debris and birds heard occasionally. Crested Owl.

AMBTrop_AMAZON-Pre Dawn Calm_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Pre dawn calm in the Amazon jungle. Frogs, insects, and nocturnal birds heard throughout. Tree debris and drops of water hitting the 
jungle floor heard at times. Crested Owl; Tropical Screech Owl.

AMBTrop_AMAZON-Dawn Calm_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Dawn calm in the Amazon jungle. Frogs, insects, and birds heard throughout. Bird activity close at times. Distant Howler Monkeys and 
tree debris heard falling at times. Tropical Screech Owl; Spectacled Owl.

AMBTrop_CLOUDFOREST-Morning Birds Calm_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav A calm morning in the cloud forest with bird activity at various distances. Slight distant breeze and distant insects throughout. Flying 
insects and tree debris falling heard at times. Crested Guan; Jacamar; Short billed Pigeo;Black faced Solitaire.

AMBTrop_CLOUDFOREST-Morning Birds Wind Moderate_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav A windy morning in the cloud forest with bird activity at various distances. Moderate to strong wind and chirping insects throughout. 
Flying insects and tree debris falling heard at times. Black faced Solitaire; Great tailed Grackle; Dusky Antbird.
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AMBTrop_CLOUDFOREST-Morning Birds Wind Gusts_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Various wind gusts in cloud forest at morning with pleasant insects chirping, birds calling and singing at various distances throughout. 
Bird activity close at times. Flying insects and tree debris falling. Black faced Solitaire; Hummingbirds.

AMBTrop_CLOUDFOREST-Morning Insects Birds Breeze_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav A breezy morning in the cloud forest with prominent bird activity throughout. Breeze is occasonally strong. Flying insects and tree debris 
falling heard at times. Scale crested Pygmy Tyrant; Gray breasted Wood Wren.

AMBTrop_CLOUDFOREST-Afternoon Calm Breeze_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav A breezy afternoon in the cloud forest with light bird activity throughout. Breeze is occasonally strong. Flying insects and tree debris 
falling heard at times.

AMBTrop_CLOUDFOREST-Afternoon Wind Variable_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav A varying and sometimes strong wind sweeps through the canopy of the cloud forest in the afternoon. Insects heard chirping and tree 
debris falling throughout. Wood Wren.

AMBTrop_CLOUDFOREST-Afternoon Insects Breeze Birds_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Insects and birds heard in a cloud forest in the afternoon with a distant deep toned breeze. Flying insects and tree debris falling heard at 
times.

AMBTrop_JUNGLE-Pollinating Hummingbirds Insects_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Hummingbirds and insects heard pollinating a large flowering tree in a lowland tropical jungle. Light breeze and tree debris falling heard 
at times. Short billed Pigeon; Scarlet Macaw; Bananaquit; Hummingbirds.

AMBTrop_JUNGLE-Pollinating Insects Birds_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Hummingbirds and insects heard pollinating a large flowering tree in a lowland tropical jungle with birds chirping at a moderate distance. 
Flying insects close at times. Light breeze and tree debris falling heard at times. Riverside Wren; Hummingbirds.

AMBTrop_JUNGLE-Afternoon Insects Close_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Flying insects heard closely with cicadas and other chirping insects in a lowland tropical jungle in the afternoon. Birds heard chirping at 
various distances and tree debris falling occasionally.

AMBTrop_JUNGLE-Afternoon Insects Birds Breeze_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Birds call and sing as insects chirp and fly during the afternoon in a lowland tropical forest with a light airy breeze. Tree debris heard 
falling prominently throughout. Yellow throated Toucan; Short billed Pigeon.

AMBTrop_JUNGLE-Afternoon Breeze Leaf Fall_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav An afternoon breeze sweeps through a lowland tropical jungle causing dry leaves to fall of trees and hit the jungle floor. Bird calls, flying 
insects, and distant chirping insects present throughout. Short billed Pigeon; Yellow throated Toucan.

AMBTrop_JUNGLE-Afternoon Calm Flying Insects Birds_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav A calm afternoon in a lowland tropical jungle. Sparse bird calls, flying and chirping insects, and leaf litter falling to the ground present 
throughout. Short billed Pigeon.

AMBTrop_JUNGLE-Afternoon Calm Insects Debris_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav A calm afternoon breeze shakes the tree canopy in a lowland tropical jungle with flying insects droning at times. Sparse bird calls, 
chirping insects, and leaf litter falling to the ground present throughout.

AMBTrop_JUNGLE-Afternoon Scarlet Macaws Close_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Scarlet Macaws squawk and call in a lowland tropical jungle during a breezy afternoon. Other birds present at times along with chirping 
and flying insects. Tree debris heard falling at times. Scarlet Macaw; Short billed Pigeon; Yellow throated Toucan.

AMBTrop_JUNGLE-Afternoon Calm Birds_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Calm afternoon in a lowland tropical jungle with various birds calling and singing at various distances. Slight breeze and tree debris 
falling at timesYellow throated Toucan; Short billed Pigeon.

AMBTrop_JUNGLE-Howler Monkeys Distant Breeze_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Distant Howler Monkeys call during afternoon in a lowland tropical jungle with a light directional breeze. Distant insects chirping and bird 
calls throughout. Tree debris heard falling at times. Scarlet Macaw.

AMBTrop_JUNGLE-Afternoon Calm Insects Birds_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav A still and calm afternoon in a lowland tropical jungle with pleasant insects chirping and bird activity at moderate distances. Tree debris 
heard falling at times. Short billed Pigeon.

AMBTrop_JUNGLE-Toucans Close_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Toucans call closely from canopy in lowland tropical jungle. Chirping, flying insects throughout. Other bird species calling and tree debris 
heard falling at times. Yellow throated Toucan; Short billed Pigeon; Red capped Manakin (wing sonation).
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AMBTrop_JUNGLE-Afternoon Calm_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav A calm, quiet, and still afternoon in a lowland tropical jungle. Chirping and flying insects present throughout. Tree debris heard falling at 
times. Short billed Pigeon.

AMBTrop_JUNGLE-Afternoon Leaf Litter Falling_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Leaf litter calmly falls from the tree canopy during a light breeze in a lowland tropical jungle. Birds distantly calling at times. Chirping and 
flying insects throughout. Short billed Pigeon.

AMBTrop_JUNGLE-Leaf Litter Falling Birds_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Leaf litter falls from the tree canopy during a light breeze in a lowland tropical jungle as birds call and sing at various distances. Lots of 
leaf detail. Chirping and flying insects throughout. Yellow throated Toucan; Short billed Pigeon.

AMBTrop_AMAZON-Afternoon Calm Flying Insects_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Calm afternoon with a light varying breeze in the Amazon jungle with flying and chirping insects present throughout. Birds calling and 
singing and tree debris falling at times.

AMBTrop_AMAZON-Afternoon Calm Birds Frogs_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Frogs chirp and birds call during a calm afternoon in the Amazon jungle. Light leafy breeze occasionally. Tree debris falling at times. 
Plumbeous Pigeon.

AMBTrop_AMAZON-Afternoon Birds Frogs Insects_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Afternoon in the Amazon jungle with frogs and insects chirping, flying insects, and birds calling and singing at various distances 
throughout. Light breeze and tree debris falling at times. Plumbeous Pigeon.

AMBTrop_AMAZON-Afternoon Insects Birds_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav High pitch insects chirping and flying insects buzzing in the afternoon in the Amazon jungle. Birds calling at moderate distances 
throughout. Tree debris falling at times. Plumbeous Pigeon; Macaw.

AMBTrop_AMAZON-Afternoon Birds Insects Breeze_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav A breezy but calm afternoon in the Amazon jungle with chirping and flying insects and birds calling and singing. Tree debris falling at 
times. Tinamou; Amazonian Motmot; White throated Toucan.

AMBTrop_AMAZON-Afternoon Birds Insects Breeze Consistent_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav A consistently breezy afternoon in the Amazon jungle with chirping and flying insects and birds calling and singing throughout. Tree 
debris falling pretty consistently throughout. Amazonian Motmot; Undulated Tinamou; Parakeets.

AMBTrop_JUNGLE-Wind Consistent Birds Insects_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Consistent, light wind through tree canopy in lowland tropical jungle, branches lightly clacking and knocking into each other. Bird activity 
and insects throughout, birds flying overhead. Yellow throated Toucan; flock parrots; Black faced Antthrush.

AMBTrop_JUNGLE-Wind Moderate Birds Insects_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav A moderate and varying wind sweeps through the canopy in a lowland tropical jungle. Bird activity and insects present throughout. Tree 
debris heard falling at times. Parrots.

AMBTrop_JUNGLE-Dusk Onset Birds Insects Frogs_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Dusk begins with vibrant and diverse bird activity, distant frogs chirping, along with insects. Light breeze shakes leaves in tree canopy. 
Bird activity and frogs close at times. Tree debris falling heard at times. Yellow throated Toucan.

AMBTrop_JUNGLE-Dusk Insects Birds Frogs_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav A light and calming breeze sweeps through the canopy at dusk in a lowland tropical jungle featuring layers of chirping insects and 
occasional frogs and birds. Tree debris heard falling at times.  Laughing Falcon.

AMBTrop_JUNGLE-Dusk Insects Frogs_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav A light and calming breeze sweeps through the canopy at dusk in a lowland tropical jungle featuring layers of chirping insects and frogs 
at various distances. Tree debris heard falling at times. .

AMBTrop_JUNGLE-Dusk Breeze Insects Frogs_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav A deep toned but calming breeze gently sweeps through the canopy at dusk in a lowland tropical jungle featuring layers of chirping 
insects and frogs at various distances. Tree debris heard falling at times. .

AMBTrop_JUNGLE-Dusk Breeze Consistent Insect Frogs_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav A subtle and consistent breeze gently sweeps through the canopy at dusk in a lowland tropical jungle featuring layers of chirping insects 
and frogs at various distances. Large birds heard flying overhead at times. Tree debris heard falling at times. .

AMBTrop_JUNGLE-Dusk Calm_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav A calm and still dusk in the lowland tropical jungle with layers of chirping insects and frogs. Tree debris heard falling at times.
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AMBTrop_JUNGLE-Dusk Monkeys Birds Insects_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Dusk begins in a coastal tropical jungle. Howler Monkeys heard calling as birds call and insects chirp. Distant waves heard in background 
throughout. Tree debris falling at times. Yellow throated Toucan; Macaw; Parrots.

AMBTrop_COASTALJUNGLE-Afternoon Activity_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Afternoon bird, insect, and monkey activity in a coastal tropical jungle. Distant waves heard in background throughout. Close bird activity 
and tree debris falling at times. Yellow throated Toucan; Scarlet Macaw; Tinamou.

AMBTrop_COASTALJUNGLE-Dusk Insects_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Insects vibrantly chirp at dusk in a coastal tropical jungle. Birds calling and monkeys moving in trees and distant waves heard 
throughout. Tree debris falling at times. Scarlet Macaw; Great Tinamou.

AMBTrop_COASTALJUNGLE-Afternoon Calm_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Calm afternoon in a coastal tropical jungle. Distant birds heard calling and monkey activity at times. Distant insects chirping and 
moderately distant waves heard throughout. Tree debris heard falling at times. Streak chested Antpitta.

AMBTrop_COASTALJUNGLE-Distant Insects_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Distant insects chirp in a coastal tropical jungle. Waves heard at a moderate distance. Tree debris falling and distant birds calling 
consistently throughout, monkey activity at times.

AMBTrop_COASTALJUNGLE-Insect Rodent Foraging_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav A rodent forages for food as insects chirp in a coastal tropical jungle. Large waves heard distantly throughout. Tree debris heard falling 
and sparse bird calls at times.

AMBTrop_CLOUDFOREST-Night Light Breeze_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav A light breeze blows through a cloud forest at night. Insects and frogs chirp vibrantly throughout. Tree debris heard falling at times.

AMBTrop_CLOUDFOREST-Night Moderate Breeze_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav A moderate but mostly consistent breeze sweeps through the tree canopy in a cloud forest at night. Insects and frogs chirp vibrantly 
throughout. Tree debris heard falling at times.

AMBTrop_CLOUDFOREST-Night Wind Varying_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav A moderate and varying wind sweeps through the tree canopy in a cloud forest at night. Insects and frogs chirp vibrantly throughout. 
Tree debris heard falling and occasional bird wing flaps at times.

AMBTrop_CLOUDFOREST-Night Frogs Insects Close_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Frogs and insects chirp vibrantly in a cloud forest at night. Pleasant and consistent breeze heard throughout. Tree debris heard falling at 
times.

AMBTrop_CLOUDFOREST-Night Insects Frogs Wind Consistent_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Frogs and insects chirp vibrantly in a cloud forest at night with a consistent wind blowing through the canopy. Tree debris heard falling at 
times.

AMBTrop_CLOUDFOREST-Night Moderate Wind Drips_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Light drops of water fall from the tree canopy in a cloud forest at night with a moderate and varying wind. Chirping insects and frogs at a 
moderate distance throughout. Falling tree debris at times.

AMBTrop_CLOUDFOREST-Night Frogs Wind Gusts Drips_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Light but consistent drops of water fall from the tree canopy in a cloud forest at night with moderate gusts of wind blowing through the 
canopy. Chirping insects and frogs at a moderate distance throughout. Falling tree debris at times.

AMBTrop_CLOUDFOREST-Night Frogs Close Breeze Drips_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Light but consistent drops of water fall from the tree canopy in a cloud forest at night with a calm breeze blowing through the canopy. 
Chirping insects at a distance and frogs heard closely throughout. Falling tree debris at times.

AMBTrop_JUNGLE-Tree Frog Chorus Creek_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Tree frogs croak and chirp in a lowland tropical forest creek. Flowing water heard throughout. Falling tree debris at times.

AMBTrop_JUNGLE-Tree Frog Chorus Close Creek_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Tree frogs croak and chirp closely in a lowland tropical forest creek. Flowing water heard trickling prominently throughout. Falling tree 
debris at times.

AMBTrop_AMAZON-Night Frogs Insects Calm_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Frogs and insects chirp and croak vibrantly during a calm night in the Amazon jungle. Falling tree debris at times.
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AMBTrop_AMAZON-Night Frogs Insects Vibrant_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Frogs and insects chirp and croak densely and vibrantly at night in the Amazon jungle. Falling tree debris at times.

AMBTrop_AMAZON-Night Frogs Insects Distant Breeze_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Frogs and insects chirp and croak densely and vibrantly at night in the Amazon jungle with a distant breeze. Falling tree debris and 
occasional nocturnal bird activity at times.

AMBTrop_AMAZON-Night Wetlands_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Insects and frogs chirp during a calm night in a wetland in the Amazon jungle. Falling tree debris and occasional nocturnal bird activity at 
times. Tawny bellied Screech Owl.

AMBTrop_AMAZON-Night Wetlands Insects Vibrant_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Insects and frogs chirp densely and vibrantly at night in a wetland in the Amazon jungle. Falling tree debris and occasional nocturnal bird 
activity at times. Tawny Bellied Screech Owl.

AMBTrop_AMAZON-Night Insects Frogs_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Light to moderate rain falls in the Amazon jungle as insects and frogs chirp vibrantly. Rain in canopy is light, but resulting drops falling 
from canopy are a bit larger and hit broad leaf plants.

AMBTrop_AMAZON-Rain Moderate Night Insects Frogs_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav A medium intensity rain falls in the Amazon jungle as insects and frogs chirp at a moderate distance. Rain heard hitting broadleaf plants 
in close detail throughout.

AMBTrop_CLOUDFOREST-Rain Drops Aftermath_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Aftermath of a rainstorm in a cloud forest. Drops continue to fall from canopy and hit the forest floor with a moderate and varying breeze 
throughout. Very distant light insect activity.

AMBTrop_CLOUDFOREST-Rain Heavy Onset_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav A moderate rain turns heavy in a cloud forest. Insects and frogs chirping and distant birds calling throughout. Rain drops close and 
detailed at times.

AMBTrop_CLOUDFOREST-Rain Subsiding Birds_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Rain gradually subsiding in cloud forest with some birds calling. Light to moderate wind throughout causing rain drops from canopy to 
increase in intensity. Close, detailed rain drops hitting large leaves on forest floor at times. Black faced Solitaire.

AMBTrop_CLOUDFOREST-Rain Aftermath Wind Birds_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Aftermath of a rainstorm in a cloud forest with occasional bird calls and distant chirping insects and frogs. Drops continue to fall from 
canopy and hit the forest floor with a moderate and varying breeze throughout.

AMBTrop_CLOUDFOREST-Rain Light Aftermath Birds_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Aftermath rainstorm in cloud forest with bird activity and chirping insects and frogs throughout. Light drops continue to fall from canopy 
and hit forest floor with moderate and varying breeze throughout. Gray breasted Wood Wren; Clay colored Thrush.

AMBTrop_CLOUDFOREST-Rain Light Birds Breeze_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Light rain falls onto canopy in cloud forest. Large drops hit broad leaf plants on forest floor. Breeze rustling in canopy throughout. Rain 
drops occasionally close and tonal as they hit palm leaves. Some bird and insect activity. Black faced Solitaire.

AMBTrop_CLOUDFOREST-Rain Large Tonal Drops_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Large tonal raindrops hit broad leaf plants on the forest floor in a cloud forest. Light breeze present throughout. Moderately distant 
insects chirping and bird activity at times. Tree debris heard falling at timesBlack faced solitaire.

AMBTrop_CLOUDFOREST-Rain Canopy Drops Birds_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Large drops of water fall from the canopy and hit broad leaf plants during a light rain in the cloud forest with a calm and mostly 
consistent breeze. Bird activity and insects heard chirping at times. Wrenthrush; Slaty backed Nightengale Thrush.

AMBTrop_CLOUDFOREST-Rain Canopy Drops Wind Birds_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Large drops of water fall from the canopy and hit broad leaf plants during a light rain in the cloud forest with a deep toned moderate 
wind. Bird activity and insects heard chirping at times.

AMBTrop_CLOUDFOREST-Rain Banana Palms Close_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Large drops of water fall from the canopy and hit broad leaf plants during a moderate rainstorm in the cloud forest. Tonal drops heard 
closely throughout. Bird activity and insects heard chirping distantly at times.

AMBTrop_CLOUDFOREST-Rain Light Consistent Breeze_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav A light and consistent rain falls in the cloud forest with a steady light breeze. Bird activity and insects heard chirping distantly at times. 
Wrenthrush.
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AMBTrop_CLOUDFOREST-Rain Snappy Drips_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav Snappy and bright rain drops hit dry leaves in a cloud forest with a moderate consistent breeze. chirping insects and distant bird activity 
heard throughout. Black faced Solitaire; Wrenthrush.

AMBTrop_AMAZON-Rain Building Subsiding_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav A heavy rain builds and subsides in the Amazon jungle. Rain drops heard hitting hard surfaces and puddles, but individual drops are not 
as detailed.

AMBTrop_AMAZON-Rain Light Frogs_B00M_3DS13_2.0.wav A calming light rain falls in the Amazon jungle with frogs chirping and croaking throughout. Bird activity at times.
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